**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**CAUTION**
- Hazards to Humans: Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through the skin. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. Prolonged or repeated skin contact may cause allergic reactions in some individuals. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reusing.
- Hazards to Domestic Animals: For external use on dogs only. Do not use on cats or other animals other than dogs. Do not treat one (1) dog or puppy less than 12 weeks of age, weighing less than 5 lbs. Consult a veterinarian before using this product on debilitated, aged, or medicated animals, pregnant or nursing pets. Consult a veterinarian before using on dogs with known organ dysfunctions. Sensitivities can occur after using this product. If signs of sensitivity occur, discontinue use, bathe your pet with mild soap and rinse with large amounts of water. If signs continue, consult a veterinarian immediately. Signs of sensitivity include skin sensitivity, increased itchiness, redness, rash, hair discoloration or hair loss at the application site and itchiness.

| May be toxic or potentially fatal if applied to or ingested by cats. Accidental application to cats and/or grooming a recently treated dog may result in harm and/or uncontrolled muscle movements. If this occurs, immediate veterinary care should be provided. |

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

**USE RESTRICTIONS**
- **DO NOT USE ON CATS OR KITTENS**. Do not treat cats or their bedding. This product may be toxic or potentially fatal if applied to or ingested by cats or kittens.
- Do not apply this product to puppies less than 12 weeks of age, weighing less than 5 lbs. Ready to use, no dilution necessary. Apply this product only as specified on this label. Do not contaminate food or foodstuff.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hold tube in upright position pointing away from user’s and dog’s face and body. Break off cap or cut with scissors.</th>
<th>Hold tube in upright position pointing away from user’s and dog’s face and body. Break off cap or cut with scissors.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply LIBERTY XS 50 Plus Spray On for Dogs by gently squeezing the applicator. Part dog’s hair between shoulder blades.</td>
<td>Apply LIBERTY XS 50 Plus Spray On for Dogs by gently squeezing the applicator. Part dog’s hair between shoulder blades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply specified amount of solution to the skin on the dog’s back between the shoulder blades. Large dogs: application of the solution to the skin directly in front of the base of the dog’s tail is also required.</td>
<td>Apply specified amount of solution to the skin on the dog’s back between the shoulder blades. Large dogs: application of the solution to the skin directly in front of the base of the dog’s tail is also required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STORAGE GUIDELINES**

Apply 1.33 mL of LIBERTY XS 50 Plus Spray On for Dogs to the skin of the dog’s back between the shoulder blades and 1.33 mL in the skin directly in front of the base of the dog’s tail.

**WARRANTY**

Star Horse Products, Inc. warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label. Star Horse Products, Inc. neither makes nor authorizes any agent or representative to make any other warranty of fitness or merchantability, guarantees or representations, express or implied, concerning this material. To the extent consistent with applicable law, Star Horse Products, Inc.’s maximum liability for breach of this warranty shall not exceed the purchase price of this product. In the event of a claim, the sole and exclusive remedy shall be repair or replacement of the product. This warranty is void if the product is not used as directed and/or maintained consistent with applicable law. Star Horse Products, Inc. reserves the right to modify the product at any time. No person, firm or corporation is authorized to assume, for Star Horse Products, Inc., any liability, other than as expressly set forth herein, in connection with the sale or use of this product.

**FIRST AID**

**IF SWALLOWED:**
- Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
- Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow.
- Do not induce vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor.
- Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

**IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING:**
- Take off contaminated clothing.
- Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

**IF IN EYES:**
- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
- Remove contact lenses after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

**HOT LINE NUMBER:** Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or giving treatment. For additional information on this pesticide product (including health concerns, medical emergencies, or pesticide concerns), you may call 1-800-858-1883, twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week.

**SIDE EFFECTS:** Monitor your dog after application. Side effects may include signs of skin irritation such as redness, itching, or other signs of dermatitis. Systemic signs such as vomiting or diarrhea have also been reported. If these or other side effects occur, consult your veterinarian or 1-800-858-1883.

**ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS:** This product is extremely toxic to aquatic organisms, including fish and invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into drains, ditches, ponds, waterways, or other surface waters. Do not allow treated dogs to go swimming for 12 hours following treatment.

**CHEMICAL HAZARDS:** Do not use or store near heat or open flame.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.

**PESTICIDE STORAGE:** Store in a cool, dry, frost-free, (preferably locked) place, away from food and water, in a place that is inaccessible to children and animals.

**PESTICIDE DISPOSAL:** Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of on-site at an approved waste disposal facility.

**CONTAINER HANDLING (Tubes):** If empty, Do not reuse or refill the tube. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.

If partially filled, call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place around product down any drain or outdoors drain.

**DO NOT USE ON CATS - MAY BE FATAL**